To Access CaseBase:
Log on to LexisNexis AU at:  www.lexisnexis.com/au/legal

CaseBase is a comprehensive case citator and annotator, covering more than 60 Australian and overseas report series. Case entries include case details, parallel citations, judicially considered words and phrases, catchwords, digests, articles considering the case, and, for online subscribers, a link to the full text of the decision or articles cited where available.

CaseBase signals summarise the subsequent judicial consideration the case has received, a list of cases that have subsequently considered the case and a list of cases considered in the case.

To Open CaseBase
1. Type in case name, or citation, details in the ‘Case by name or citation field’ in the Quick Find section of the Home Page
Or
2. Click the Search link, to the right of CaseBase in the My Sources section
Or
3. Click on Cases Tab in the toolbar, then select the CaseBase Search Form (left side of the screen):

Searching in CaseBase

You can enter single or multiple search terms into more than one field:

- **Search Terms:** Enter specific words or terms within any CaseBase entry.
- **Case Name:** Enter the name of the parties, e.g. Milpurruru and Indofurn.
- **Legislation judicially considered:** To find cases which judicially consider particular legislation, enter the legislation title and provision number.
- **Words & Phrases:** Searches for a specific word or phrase judicially considered.
- **Citations:** Enter the BC number, all or part of the case, e.g. BC9400232
- **Judgment Date:** Enter part or all of the date, e.g. 13 Dec 1994 or simply 1994, in the drop-down.
- **Catchwords / Summary:** Searches catchwords using the same subject classification as Halsbury’s, Australian Current Law and LawNow Legislation.
- **Jurisdiction & Court:** For results within a particular jurisdiction, tick the box next to it.
- **Judge:** Enter the name of the judge.
This case has received some **negative** treatment. It has been subsequently reversed, not followed, disapproved or overruled.

This case has received some **cautionary** treatment. It has been subsequently varied, distinguished, questioned or explained.

This case has received **positive** treatment. It has been subsequently affirmed, applied, followed or approved.

This case has received **neutral** treatment. It has merely been cited, considered or similarly referred to without positive or negative reflection.

This case has not been referred to by other cases. Case details are available but there are no details of subsequent consideration.